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Welcome to ZedonkWelcome to Zedonk
So, the system is all set up and you are ready to use Zedonk.

To help you understand which areas to use for what .......To help you understand which areas to use for what .......

1. Use Suppliers and Raw Materials to define the material inputs to the products.
2. Use Raw Materials and Purchase Orders to determine what raw materials to buy to

meet the production demands.
3. Use Manufacturers and Product Costings to define how the raw materials are turned

into products and to calculate the cost.
4. Use Customers and Orders to record the sales of the products and print Sales Order

Confirmations, Pro-formas from for customer deposits, Delivery Notes and Invoices.
5. Use Production Analysis to analyse sales and raise Production Orders which are used

to initiate manufacturing.
6. Use Reports to download information into Excel

If you have the Inventory Module

1. Use Purchase Order to Book In the Raw Materials Received from Suppliers
2. Use Production Book Out to raise Production Orders and Book In Production

Received.
3. Use Raw Materials Inventory for an overview of your local inventory, make manual

adjustments and to and dispatch raw materials to and make stock adjustments at the
Manufacturer.
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4. Use Product Stock Inventory for an overview of your Inventory and to make manual
stock adjustments.

If you have the Allocation Module

1. Allocation Module is used to prioritise and allocate stock to sales orders and auto - generate
pick tickets/delivery note (this module is used in conjunction with Inventory Module only).

If you have the Barcode Module

1. Barcodes Module is used for the generation, storage, printing of barcodes and
numbers

And finally....

1. CONNECTORS is used to synchronise data to the Zedonk iPad App, Sage, Xero, e-
conomic, 3PL sales tools, 3PL Warehouse systems, etc. Bespoke  Connectors can be
built on request - for information on these please contact support@f2it.co.uk

Use ZEDONKOPEDIA for help with how to use the systemUse ZEDONKOPEDIA for help with how to use the system

Use the HELPDESK to contact the Support team with yourUse the HELPDESK to contact the Support team with your
questionsquestions

HOME - will get you back to the HOME SCREENHOME - will get you back to the HOME SCREEN
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SETTINGS - where you can add users, company information,SETTINGS - where you can add users, company information,
categories and seasonscategories and seasons

For more information on SETTINGS, read this
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The Basics of ZedonkingThe Basics of Zedonking
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ZEDONKOPEDIA - The ManualZEDONKOPEDIA - The Manual
Self help - Fantastic Tutorials - Everything you need to know about Zedonking

From the HOME PAGE, click on ZEDONKOPEDIAFrom the HOME PAGE, click on ZEDONKOPEDIA ( top right( top right
hand side )hand side )

ZEDONKOPEDIA is available from your screen at all times when you are logged into Zedonk

Zedonkopedia - Search for Keywords or click on a ChapterZedonkopedia - Search for Keywords or click on a Chapter

You can search in two waysYou can search in two ways
I want to know how toI want to know how to cancelcancel an order that has been entered into Zedonk?an order that has been entered into Zedonk?
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1. Enter keywords in the search field and click on the search1. Enter keywords in the search field and click on the search
buttonbutton

You see all the lessons containing your keywords - click on the one youYou see all the lessons containing your keywords - click on the one you
want to readwant to read
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2. Click on the chapter heading for your topic - in this example it2. Click on the chapter heading for your topic - in this example it
will be ORDERSwill be ORDERS

Scroll through the lessons and click on the one you wantScroll through the lessons and click on the one you want

Looking at these lists also give you ideas about what else Zedonk can do!
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Here the lesson you needHere the lesson you need

Just follow the instructions !Just follow the instructions !
From the sidebar you have:

1. Links to other Topics in this Chapter.

2. Links to download this lesson or the whole Chapter.

3. Links to other Chapters.

4. Links to other lessons by their tag.
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HELPDESK - Ask for helpHELPDESK - Ask for help

If you have looked at the Zedonkopedia and you cannot find the answer you were looking
for.....

NB This is a for a request for help and not for placing feature requests - that should be
done in the "feature request forum"

From the HOME PAGE, click on HELPDESK ( top right hand side )From the HOME PAGE, click on HELPDESK ( top right hand side )

HELPDESK is available from your screen at all times when you are logged into Zedonk

Click on SUPPORTClick on SUPPORT
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Fill in with your Name, email and enquiry. Attach files orFill in with your Name, email and enquiry. Attach files or
screenshots using the "Add file" button or 'drop here'. Thenscreenshots using the "Add file" button or 'drop here'. Then
click SEND.click SEND.
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Feature Requests ForumFeature Requests Forum
If you want to request a new feature

From the HOME SCREEN, click on HELPDESKFrom the HOME SCREEN, click on HELPDESK

Click on Community browse on the right hand side of theClick on Community browse on the right hand side of the
screenscreen
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Click on Feature RequestsClick on Feature Requests

You will see a list of theYou will see a list of the currentcurrent FEATURE REQUESTS - if yourFEATURE REQUESTS - if your
idea is not already there, click on "+ New post"idea is not already there, click on "+ New post"
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Fill in the form and click on SUBMIT to share your idea with theFill in the form and click on SUBMIT to share your idea with the
Zedonk TeamZedonk Team
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What is the VISIBLE and INVISIBLE status?What is the VISIBLE and INVISIBLE status?
You can make existing PRODUCT COSTINGS and RAW MATERIALS visible or invisible within a
new SEASON.

N.B. This is different to ACTIVE OR INACTIVE - for more information , read this

If you are making many products visible in a season , read this before you start

PRODUCT COSTING visible in a season, open the list viewPRODUCT COSTING visible in a season, open the list view

These are all the VISIBLE products in this season.

Only VISIBLE products can be sold within a season.
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Tick INCLUDE INVISIBLE to see all Invisible Products included inTick INCLUDE INVISIBLE to see all Invisible Products included in
the list (All product from other seasons)the list (All product from other seasons)

Click on the PRODUCT style to open the record and scroll downClick on the PRODUCT style to open the record and scroll down
and tick VISIBLE and SAVE and CLOSEand tick VISIBLE and SAVE and CLOSE
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The product is now VISIBLE in this seasonThe product is now VISIBLE in this season
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What is the ACTIVE and INACTIVE status?What is the ACTIVE and INACTIVE status?
When you create a record in Zedonk it is automatically ACTIVE in the system.

Every record in Zedonk can be made INACTIVE. INACTIVE is halfway to delete. INACTIVE records
can be included in your search.

Careful!! If you make a raw material or product inactive, it will be inactive in all seasons. Learn
how to show it or hide it within a specific season here

To INACTIVATE a record - open the relevant record and untickTo INACTIVATE a record - open the relevant record and untick
ACTIVE and then SAVE AND CLOSEACTIVE and then SAVE AND CLOSE

This example show a RAW MATERIAL which is now INACTIVE. The INACTIVE function is availableThis example show a RAW MATERIAL which is now INACTIVE. The INACTIVE function is available
across many areas of Zedonkacross many areas of Zedonk
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To include inactive records in a list in any search, select theTo include inactive records in a list in any search, select the
INCLUDE INACTIVE buttonINCLUDE INACTIVE button

Now the list is populated with active and inactive records. If aNow the list is populated with active and inactive records. If a
record is inactive - it says NO in the ACT columnrecord is inactive - it says NO in the ACT column

This example shows the Raw Material List. This option is available in all areas of Zedonk e.g.This example shows the Raw Material List. This option is available in all areas of Zedonk e.g.
Products, Customers, Manufacturers etc.Products, Customers, Manufacturers etc.

To see INACTIVE records , click on INCLUDE INACTIVETo see INACTIVE records , click on INCLUDE INACTIVE

The inactive record says NO in the ACT (active) column
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How Do I Delete Inactive Records?How Do I Delete Inactive Records?
If you want to delete inactive records, you need to perform a DATA PURGE ....

From the HOME SCREEN, click on SETTINGS, scroll down toFrom the HOME SCREEN, click on SETTINGS, scroll down to
PURGE INACTIVE DATA, Click GO TOPURGE INACTIVE DATA, Click GO TO

You are presented with a warning and a list of files and numberYou are presented with a warning and a list of files and number
of inactive records that will be purgedof inactive records that will be purged

If you are sure you want to purge the system and remove theIf you are sure you want to purge the system and remove the
inactive records, Click OKinactive records, Click OK

You are then taken back to the settings screen.You are then taken back to the settings screen.
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N.B. PURGED RECORDS CANNOT BE REINSTATEDN.B. PURGED RECORDS CANNOT BE REINSTATED
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How to searchHow to search
How to find what you want quickly

In summary, enter the search criteria in the relevant field andIn summary, enter the search criteria in the relevant field and
click on SEARCHclick on SEARCH

Here is an exampleHere is an example
N.BN.B.The search facility is available in most areas of Zedonk

I want to find all SALES ORDERS that have a particular product,I want to find all SALES ORDERS that have a particular product,
from the HOME SCREEN, go to ORDERSfrom the HOME SCREEN, go to ORDERS

You can search and filter by customer, category, city, country or account number.

Click on PRODUCTS and enter your PRODUCT ID and click onClick on PRODUCTS and enter your PRODUCT ID and click on
SEARCHSEARCH
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You will now see all the orders with that Product and the (F)You will now see all the orders with that Product and the (F)
after PRODUCTS tells you there is a filer runningafter PRODUCTS tells you there is a filer running

When you have finished your search, be sure to click on CLEARWhen you have finished your search, be sure to click on CLEAR
SEARCHSEARCH
For more detailed information on searching and filtering, read this
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Searching, Selecting & FilteringSearching, Selecting & Filtering
On forms that display lists of records, it is usually helpful to be able to select a sub-set of all the
possible records. This is achieved using the "Search" functionality to filter out records that do
not match the search criteria.

The basic idea is to enter text into one or more of the search fields and/or make a choice in the
drop down list and then click the Search button to reduce the number of records to only those
that match the criteria entered.

The exact effects will vary from page to page, but generally records with data values that start
with the entered text will match.

The "Find All" button clears the selection thus returning to the list of All records.

The "Select All" button is used to quickly tick the selected boxes for all the records that match
the search.

The "Clear Selected" button is used to quickly un-tick the selected boxes for ALL records those
that match and those that do not.

There are a number of important considerations to bear in mind:

"Clear Selected" will clear the "selected state" of every record - not just the ones that match the
search criteria. This saves a lot of work when starting a new selection.

Changing the search criteria and clicking "Search" will NOT affect the select state of any records
- it is possible to build a complex list of selected records by entering search criteria, selecting
records, and then entering different search criteria and selecting some more.

Clicking "Select All" will select all the records that match the current search criteria, but does
NOT un-tick any already ticked (which may no longer be visible).
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SortingSorting
Go to the relevant list view and click on the column you want toGo to the relevant list view and click on the column you want to
sort bysort by

Columns that can be sorted will have an underlined title. Click on the title and all the records
will be sorted by the data in that column.

This example is from PRODUCT COSTINGS. Sorting can be done in any LIST VIEW.

Now the data is sortedNow the data is sorted

The "down" pointing triangle indicates the column that you have chosen to sort by, and that
they are in ascending order (larger values lower down).

You can reverse the order in which the data appears by clickingYou can reverse the order in which the data appears by clicking
on the column title againon the column title again

The technical but useful bit....The technical but useful bit....
When Zedonk sorts mixed data ( letters and numbers), the rules are as follows:When Zedonk sorts mixed data ( letters and numbers), the rules are as follows:

Numbers are considered smaller than letters (they come first in an Ascending sort).

Some symbols come before numbers (e.g. $)

Usually upper case or lower case of letters has no effect.
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Accented letters will sort lower than non-accented ones. The system is set to sort in English
character order - this means that it does not recognise that accented characters belong with un-
accented ones, and further that double characters (e.g. Spanish RR) are sorted as separate
letters.

If the data is in text fields, but comprises just numbers, there will be some surprising results -
this is because each digit is sorted separately. To get correct sorting in such a case, all the
values must have the same number of digits, consider putting leading zeros on the shorter
numbers).

The field for product ID is text.

If the records have the values: 1, 2, 3, 10, 11, 20, 21 these will sort in the order 1, 10, 11, 2, 20,
21, 3.

Whereas if the values are: 01, 02, 03, 10, 11, 20, 21 then they will sort correctly.
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Exchange Rates OverallExchange Rates Overall
If you have multi currency licences you will need to know how they work in Zedonk.

These are Season Sensitive and....These are Season Sensitive and....

This is what they do -

• Convert default currency price list/line sheet into other currencies
• Convert any sales orders in currency to your default currency on order list view and in reports
• New Product Costing and Raw Materials - convert any Make/First costs or Raw Materials unit cost into

default currency for costing
• Convert any Purchase orders values from currency value into default currency value in PO List New and

Reports
• Convert any Production order values from currency value into default currency value in Reports

Also, you can

• Amend the exchange rate locally in any product costing or raw material
• Update exchange rate globally for selected product costings or raw materials

And you must consider

• Amending exchange rate in Settings after you have created a new season
• Actions after bringing forward products and raw materials from other seasons

To see how to action these functions read on....To see how to action these functions read on....

This is where you set your EXCHANGE RATESThis is where you set your EXCHANGE RATES
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Home Page, SETTINGS, Exchange Rate and Bank DetailsHome Page, SETTINGS, Exchange Rate and Bank Details

You amend exchange rates and add relevant bank details. To find out more, read this

When you create a NEW SEASON - you select the season youWhen you create a NEW SEASON - you select the season you
want to reference for global exchange rates, product costingswant to reference for global exchange rates, product costings
and raw materialsand raw materials

You should then consider amending the exchange rate , read this

To see Sales Orders values - from HOME PAGE go to ORDERSTo see Sales Orders values - from HOME PAGE go to ORDERS
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Orders are converted using global exchange rate

Add NEW PRODUCT COSTINGAdd NEW PRODUCT COSTING

When you select BUY CURRENCY it pulls global exchange rate from Settings

You can amend this locally, read this

Bring forward PRODUCT COSTINGBring forward PRODUCT COSTING
When you bring forward a currency PRODUCT COSTING - it will use the exchange rate from the
season you referenced in Settings

You need to consider amending this, read here

Add NEW RAW MATERIALAdd NEW RAW MATERIAL

When you select CURRENCY it pulls global exchange rate from Settings

You can amend this locally, read this

Bring forward RAW MATERIALBring forward RAW MATERIAL
When you bring forward a currency RAW MATERIAL - it will use the exchange rate from the
season you referenced in Settings

You need to consider amending this, read here

Purchase Orders - the List View will show the currency valuePurchase Orders - the List View will show the currency value
and the home currency valueand the home currency value

The exchange rate used will be one in Settings
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Production Orders -Production Orders -

Converted values of currency Production Orders are shown in Reports using global exchange
rate from Settings
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ImagesImages
In summary, all images uploaded into ZEDONK should be .jpeg's in format and small in size. If
you want further clarification, please read on.

There are two different areas in Zedonk where you might want to upload images ; PRODUCT
IMAGES. and COMPANY LOGO. This lesson deals with both.

If you are using our iPad app you will also need information about the images you upload into
Zedonk. This lesson deals with this.

COMPANY LOGOCOMPANY LOGO
It is possible to upload your company logo so that it will apear on all customer facing
documents. These are provisional orders, order confirmations, pro-formas, delivery notes,
invoices and credit notes. Your logo can be uploaded in SETTINGS, COMPANY DETAILS

It is important to keep logo images as small as possible whilst keeping the quality high enough
to be a good representation.

If the images are too large, this will affect the way the logo appears on the pages.

See guidelines below regarding IMAGE SIZE and FORMAT

PRODUCT IMAGESPRODUCT IMAGES
When a product has been created, it is possible to upload an image to go with it. The image
might be a picture, or a drawing or sketch. If you are using the Zedonk iPad app, we
recommend that you use pictures, or coloured drawings.

The images are included on the line sheet and the production order when printed.

It is important to keep product images as small as possible whilst keeping the quality high
enough to be a good representation.

Zedonk offers the facility to upload ONE .jpeg per product. You can create multiple views of a
product in one .jpeg using photoshop or other image manipulator.

If the images are too large, then the output (particularly line sheets) will be large and difficult to
handle. Consider especially that many email systems have a maximum size of email that will be
accepted, so large line sheets will be rejected when sent to customers. In addition, large print
files take time to create, time to download, and then time to be transferred to the printer.
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See guidelines below regarding IMAGE SIZE and FORMAT and for information about images on
Zedonk iPad app.

IMAGE SIZEIMAGE SIZE
There are 2 separate measures of the size of an image, one is the size of the image file
(measured in bytes), and one is the image size (the print space the image will occupy), this is
best measured in pixels.

The file size will be a result of the image size selected and the amount of compression (see
later).

The printing size of an image will depend on a mixture of factors. Most printers are able to
produce a good quality image at a resolution of 150 dpi (dots per inch).

When ZEDONK™ prepares images for inclusion on a document, it will reduce over large images
to fit the space provided, but it will not increase the size of the image if it is too small. This
allows you some creativity whilst preventing the image from spreading all over the page.
However when a large image is used, the reduction to fit the available space is performed by
the PDF reader, the full size image is embedded in the PDF file. The larger the image, the larger
the eventual file size for the document that contains inmages e.g line sheets, so whilst an image
that is greater than 450 x 450 pixels will be reduced to fit, the file will still be larger than it need
be.

So our recommendation is to size the image at between 300 and 450 pixels (on its longest edge)
at 150 dpi to get the best compromise between file size and image quality. It is possible to use
lower resolutions, as low as 74 dpi, these will look fine when viewed on a screen, but when
printing the quality will suffer.

On creating (saving) a JPEG file, you can set the level of compression (more compression = more
loss of quality). This is completely separate to the image format/dimensions. The software you
use will let you set a default compression/quality or chose one suitable for that particular
image. These are usually measured in terms of percentage so 100% means no compression.
The amount of compression required depends on the image content.

If you are using the iPad app - read the section belowIf you are using the iPad app - read the section below

IMAGE FORMATIMAGE FORMAT
All images must be RGB files. Some image production systems (e.g. photoshop) will produce
output in CYMK format - this is the normal format for print production, but for the web and
computer rendering RGB is more usual.

All images must be in Jpeg format. JPEG is a method of compressing images which results in
particularly small files whilst still retaining good quality. Jpeg compression factors down to 20
will still produce reasonable quality, though the maximum compression that can be used
before quality is lost will vary depending on the kind of image. Pictures tend to compress better
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than line drawings. However all images will reproduce well with a 40-50 JPeg compression
factor.

It is best to aim for file sizes in the 6 to 15 KB (Kilo - or thousand - Bytes) range. Bear in mind
that a 20 page line sheet with 4 images per sheet will be over 2 MB (Mega - or million - Bytes) if
every image is 25K, this is very close to the limit of many email systems, and even so
transferring such large amounts of data takes time. Of course on occasion an image needs to
be larger, than 15K, up to 25K is reasonable, but on average it is possible to keep below 15KB.

If you are using the iPad app - read the section belowIf you are using the iPad app - read the section below

IPAD APPIPAD APP
If you are using the Zedonk iPad app the jpg. images that you upload to PRODUCT COSTING in
Zedonk will be the ones that appear in PRODUCT in the iPad app.

Your images should be the following :-

FORMAT : SQUARE

PIXELS : Max : 700 x 700

RESOLUTION : Max 700 x 700

And images should be less than 1MB
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How do I attach the document to my email ?How do I attach the document to my email ?
How do I attach a document to my email ?

eg Click "PRINT"eg Click "PRINT"

A PDF will open.A PDF will open. This should be opened by ADOBE READER (This should be opened by ADOBE READER (
N.B Mac Users - do not use Preview)N.B Mac Users - do not use Preview)
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Use the ADOBE Menu - Attach to EmailUse the ADOBE Menu - Attach to Email

Your email will open with the PDF attached.Your email will open with the PDF attached.
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CSV export file: Excel displays all data in theCSV export file: Excel displays all data in the
first columnfirst column
The problem is:The problem is:
The standard field delimiters for CSV files are commas:

,,

On American and UK Operating Systems, the comma is set as default for the "List Separator",
which is okay for CSV files.

But on European Operating Systems this character is reserved as the Decimal Symbol and the
"List Separator" is set by default to the semicolon:

;;

The solution is:The solution is:

Open a blank Excel workbookOpen a blank Excel workbook

PC: Click on tab DATA > click FROM TEXT > find thePC: Click on tab DATA > click FROM TEXT > find the
StockCountExport file you have exported from Zedonk and clickStockCountExport file you have exported from Zedonk and click
OPENOPEN
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MAC: Click on File > Import > CSV file > Find theMAC: Click on File > Import > CSV file > Find the
StockCountExport file you have exported from Zedonk and clickStockCountExport file you have exported from Zedonk and click
ImportImport

Text Import Wizard Step1: Make sure “Delimited” is selectedText Import Wizard Step1: Make sure “Delimited” is selected
and click “Next”and click “Next”
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Text Import Wizard Step2: Select “Comma” and deselectText Import Wizard Step2: Select “Comma” and deselect
anything else. Click “Next”anything else. Click “Next”

Text Import Wizard Step3: Click “Finish”Text Import Wizard Step3: Click “Finish”
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You will be presented with an Import Data Tab: Click “OK”You will be presented with an Import Data Tab: Click “OK”

Enter the CORRECT stock figure in the STOCK COUNT column.Enter the CORRECT stock figure in the STOCK COUNT column.

File > Save As > change the format to CSV, name your file andFile > Save As > change the format to CSV, name your file and
SaveSave

This file can now be imported back into Zedonk!This file can now be imported back into Zedonk!
back to Stock Count - Bulk Changes to Closing Stock (Materials)

back to Minimum stock alert BULK export/import - Raw Materials Local Inventory
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back to Stock Count - Bulk Changes to Closing Stock (Products)

back to Minimum stock alert BULK export/import - Products Stock Inventory

back to Barcode Import/Export
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Password Reset - First loginPassword Reset - First login

You have requested the support team to reset your password and have received a
temporary password to use.

Go to your login page and enter your USER and the temporaryGo to your login page and enter your USER and the temporary
password you have been given.password you have been given.

You will be taken to a new screen where you can reset yourYou will be taken to a new screen where you can reset your
password.password.

1- Enter the temporary password you have been given

2- Enter your New Password twice (Note, the conditions for your new password will be written
on screen).

3- Click LOGIN.
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You are now on your home page and your New Password hasYou are now on your home page and your New Password has
been saved.been saved.
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	In summary, enter the search criteria in the relevant field and click on SEARCH
	Here is an example
	I want to find all SALES ORDERS that have a particular product, from the HOME SCREEN, go to ORDERS
	Click on PRODUCTS and enter your PRODUCT ID and click on SEARCH
	You will now see all the orders with that Product and the (F) after PRODUCTS tells you there is a filer running
	When you have finished your search, be sure to click on CLEAR SEARCH
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	Sorting
	Go to the relevant list view and click on the column you want to sort by
	Now the data is sorted
	You can reverse the order in which the data appears by clicking on the column title again
	The technical but useful bit....
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	These are Season Sensitive and....
	To see how to action these functions read on....
	This is where you set your EXCHANGE RATES
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	How do I attach the document to my email ?
	eg Click "PRINT"
	A PDF will open.  This should be opened by ADOBE READER ( N.B Mac Users - do not use Preview)
	Use the ADOBE Menu - Attach to Email
	Your email will open with the PDF attached.

	CSV export file: Excel displays all data in the first column
	The problem is:
	The solution is:
	Open a blank Excel workbook
	PC: Click on tab DATA > click FROM TEXT > find the StockCountExport file you have exported from Zedonk and click OPEN
	MAC: Click on File > Import > CSV file > Find the StockCountExport file you have exported from Zedonk and click Import
	Text Import Wizard Step1: Make sure “Delimited” is selected and click “Next”
	Text Import Wizard Step2: Select “Comma” and deselect anything else. Click “Next”
	Text Import Wizard Step3: Click “Finish”
	You will be presented with an Import Data Tab: Click “OK”
	Enter the CORRECT stock figure in the STOCK COUNT column.
	File > Save As > change the format to CSV, name your file and Save
	This file can now be imported back into Zedonk!

	Password Reset - First login
	Go to your login page and enter your USER and the temporary password you have been given.
	You will be taken to a new screen where you can reset your password.
	You are now on your home page and your New Password has been saved.



